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Abstract
We de/ne a generalized cut-elimination procedure for proof-nets of full linear logic (without
constants), for which we prove a (restricted) Church–Rosser property. c© 2002 Elsevier Science
B.V. All rights reserved.
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1. Introduction
All the connectives of linear logic (LL) come from a semantical decomposition of
the usual intuitionistic and classical ones. But the additive fragment of LL is much
less studied than its multiplicative brother, because of its unsatisfactory syntax (which
was only recently somewhat improven in [8, 14]).
However, the additives are the natural candidates to type functions like “predecessor”
and “if: : :then: : :else: : :” (see [3, 6, 9]). Another peculiarity of the additive connectives
is that, while any fragment of LL without additives enjoys the con7uence property, this
is no longer true when one adds the (full) additive fragment (even though denotational
soundness still holds: two diAerent reducts of the same proof have the same coherent
semantics).
This paper is a contribution to the study of proof-nets normalization in presence
of the additives. The main problem is how to deal with the additive commutative
elementary reduction step (e.r.s.). The only paper really dealing with this e.r.s. is [6].
Following Girard’s original de/nition of cut-elimination, during this step an additive
box swallows and duplicates a particular subproof-net having an occurrence of the
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cut formula among its conclusions (called the empire of this occurrence of formula).
As we do not see any serious reason to duplicate precisely the empire, we propose
the natural generalization of this e.r.s. (which is, obviously, semantically sound): we
allow any subproof-net having this occurrence of formula among its conclusions to be
swallowed and duplicated. Such a reduction step cannot (in general) be simulated in
sequent calculus.
Let us now be more precise on the contents of the paper.
In Sections 2 and 3, we de/ne proof-nets and their normalization. This is not trivial
(in the sense that we cannot rely on previous work), because one cannot ignore the
several improvements in the technology of proof-nets which have been introduced since
[6] (in particular [2] and [7]). These two sections are thus devoted to:
1. de/ne a notion of proof-net for full LL, generalizing the improvements of [2, 7]
2. adapt (or modify) such a notion in order to get a sharp enough de/nition of subproof-
net, yielding a correct additive commutative e.r.s.
The presence of weakenings (which “disconnect” the graph) suggests to take the option
of [2] for the de/nition of proof-nets: a proof-net is a proof-structure s.t. every correct-
ness graph is acyclic. But this de/nition (De/nition 2.8) yields an additive commutative
e.r.s. which is not correct (see the discussion following Theorem 2.9). Following an
idea mentioned in the appendix of [8], we then introduce a notion of “jump” for the
weakening links, which makes the proof-nets (more precisely the “correctness graphs”
of the proof-nets) connected again (see De/nition 2.16), and allows to de/ne a correct
commutative e.r.s. Observe that jumps are introduced here to perform cut-elimination
(and not to sequentialize). Each proof-net comes then equipped with a jump function
(which is not considered part of the structure), and we have to describe how this func-
tion is modi/ed by the diAerent cut-elimination steps (De/nition 3.14). Theorem 3.15,
proven in [12], shows that our de/nitions are sound.
In Section 4, we prove a key property of the additives with respect to cut-elimination
(the separation property). Like some others (rare indeed) properties and de/nitions
introduced in this paper, the separation property is not used here, but it is essential in
[13]. We nevertheless decided to include its proof in the paper, because on the one
hand it suggested us the main theorem of Section 5, and on the other hand it helps to
distinguish clearly the duplication involved in a contraction e.r.s. from the one involved
in an additive commutative e.r.s. We have the feeling that (despite its simplicity) the
separation property expresses an important feature of the additives.
The last section contains the main result of the paper: we prove that every
normal form of a proof-net with no occurrences of the connective & nor of the quanti-
/er ∃2 in its conclusions can be reached without performing any additive commutative
e.r.s. The normal form of such proof-nets is then shown to be unique (Theorem 5.12).
This is actually an important case: usual data types (integers, etc.) are formulas
without & nor ∃2, but & and ∃2 appear during computations (see also [3, 9]).
This syntactical result is connected to an ongoing semantical research (see Remark
5.15 and [12]).
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2. Proof-nets
This section is devoted to the de/nition of proof-nets for second order LL, introduced
in [6]. Roughly speaking, the multiplicatives and the exponentials are treated as in [2]
and the quanti/ers as in [7]. To handle weakenings we introduce a jump function, the
de/nition of which is rendered delicate by the presence of the additive connective &.
We decided to spend some time to give a precise de/nition of such proof-nets,
because after Girard’s /rst paper on the subject several improvements have been sug-
gested but never written, at least for the very general framework we are going to deal
with.
The section ends with the sequentialization theorem, proven in [12].
In the whole paper, we will usually speak of “a formula A” instead of “an occurrence
of the formula A”.
We deal with second order linear formulas, but quanti/ers are not our main concern:
once proof-nets and their normalization have been de/ned, they are rarely mentioned
in the paper.
2.1. The sequent calculus LL2 and LL′2
In this paragraph,  and  are multisets of linear formulas.
The last rule below is called mix: it is the unique rule of LL′2 which is not a rule
of LL2.
Axiom and cut:
(Ax)  A; A⊥ (cut)  ; A  ; A
⊥
 ; 
Multiplicative rules:
(⊗) ; A  ; B ; ; A⊗ B (˝)
 ; A; B
 ; A˝B
Additive rules:
(⊗)  ; A ; A⊕ B
 ; B
 ; A⊕ B
(&)
 ; A  ; B
 ; A&B; 
Structural rules:
(?W)
 
 ; ?A
(?C)
 ; ?A; ?A
 ; ?A
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Promotion or of course rule:
(!)
?; A
?; !A
Dereliction or why not rule:
(?de)
 ; A
 ; ?A
Second (or 9rst) order quanti9ers (Y is not free in ):
(∀) ; A[Y=X ] ;∀X A (∃)
 ; A[T=X ]
 ;∃X A
Hypothesis rule:
(Hyp) 
Mix rule:
(mix)
   
 ;  :
Denition 2.2 (Variant of [5]). A pseudoproof-structure is an oriented graph whose
nodes are called links, and whose edges are labeled by formulas of LL. When drawing
a proof-structure we represent edges oriented up-down so that we may speak of moving
upwardly or downwardly in the graph. Links are de/ned together with an arity and a
coarity, i.e. a given number of incident edges called the premises of the link and a
given number of emergent edges called the conclusions of the link.
• A Hypothesis or H link has n¿1 conclusions, each of them labeled by a formula,
and no premise,
• an axiom link has no premise and two conclusions labeled by dual formulae,
• a cut link has two premises labeled by dual formulae (which are also called the
active formulas of the cut link) and no conclusion,
• a par or ˝ (resp. times or ⊗) link has two premises and one conclusion. If the left
premise is labeled by the formula A and the right premise is labeled by the formula
B, then the conclusion is labeled by the formula A˝B (resp. A⊗ B),
• an of course link has one premise and one conclusion labeled by the of course of
the premise,
• a dereliction link has one premise and one conclusion labeled by the why not of the
premise,
• a weakening link has no premise and one conclusion labeled by ?A for some
formula A,
• a contraction link has two premises and one conclusion, all labeled by ?A for some
formula A,
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Fig. 1. The exponential box B! of the proof-structure G.
• a pax link has one premise and one conclusion, both labeled by ?A for some for-
mula A,
• a 1-plus or ⊕1 (resp. a 2-plus or ⊕2) link has one premise and one conclusion such
that if A is the label of the premise, then A ⊕ B (resp. B ⊕ A) is the label of the
conclusion, for some formula B. We also speak of a plus or ⊕ link when we do
not want to specify whether the link is a ⊕1 or ⊕2 link,
• a with or & link has two premises and one conclusion labeled by the with of the
two premises,
• a coad link has two premises and one conclusion, all labeled by the same formula,
• a forall or ∀ (resp. an exists or ∃) link has one premise and one conclusion such that
if A (resp. A[T=X ]) is the label of the premise, then ∀X A (resp. ∃X A) is the label
of the conclusion. We will say that the variable X is the eigenvariable of the link ∀.
Let G be a set of (the previous) links, and s.t.:
() every edge of G is the conclusion of a unique link,
() every edge of G is the premise of at most one link.
We say that the edges which are not premise of a link are the conclusions of G.
We will say that G is a pseudoproof-structure if the three following conditions are
satis/ed:
(1) !-box condition:
(1.i) with each of course link n is associated a (unique) subset B! of G (satisfying
() and ()), s.t. one among the conclusions of B! is the conclusion of
n and any other conclusion of B! (there might be no other conclusion)
is the conclusion of a pax link. B! is called an exponential box and it is
represented by a rectangular frame (see Fig. 1), and n is called the of course
door of B!,
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Fig. 2. The additive box B of the proof-structure G.
(1.ii) with each pax link n is associated an exponential box B! of G, s.t. one
among the conclusions of B! is the conclusion of n (see Fig. 1). n is called
a pax door of B!.
(2) &-box condition:
(2.i) with each with link n is associated a (unique) subgraph B of G (satisfying
() and ()), s.t. one among the conclusions of B is the conclusion of n
and any other conclusion of B (there might be no other conclusion) is the
conclusion of a coad link. B is called an additive box: it is still represented
by a rectangular frame (see Fig. 2), and n is called the front door of B,
(2.ii) with each coad link n is associated an additive box B, s.t. one among the
conclusions of B is the conclusion of n (see Fig. 2). n is called an auxiliary
door of B.
(3) Nesting condition:
two boxes, no matter of which kind (additive or exponential), are either disjoint or
included one in the other.
The following links are called logical links: par, times, of course, dereliction,
1-plus, 2-plus, with, forall, exists. Par, times, with, 1-plus and 2-plus are also called
propositional logical links.
We will often speak of a box, a link or an edge of a pseudoproof-structure R contained
in a box B (additive or exponential) of R. In case of links, we will not consider the
doors of B as links contained in B. We will also speak of “a link l (resp. an edge a) of a
box B (additive or exponential)” of a given pseudoproof-structure, meaning that l (resp.
a) is contained in B or it is a door (resp. a conclusion) of B. If B is a box (additive or
exponential) of a pseudoproof-structure R, then the biggest (resp. the smallest) box of
R containing B is clearly well de/ned, thanks to the nesting condition of De/nition 2.2.
We shall say that a link or an edge of a given pseudoproof-structure R has expo-
nential (resp. additive) depth n in R, if it is contained in exactly n exponential (resp.
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additive) boxes of R. For a box B (additive or exponential), we shall say that B has
exponential (resp. additive) depth n in R, if it is contained in exactly n exponential
(resp. additive) boxes of R, all diAerent from B. When R is a proof-net, the same
de/nition will extend to the case of a subproof-net of R (as de/ned in 2:19).
Remark 2.3. Let B be a box (additive or exponential) of the pseudoproof-structure R.
The content of B is (by De/nition 2.2) itself a pseudoproof-structure.
Denition 2.4 (Proof-structure). Let R be a pseudoproof-structure. We shall say that
R is a proof-structure, when:
(i) every (occurrence of) ∀ link makes use of a diAerent eigenvariable,
(ii) if a variable occurs free in the label of a conclusion of R, then it is not the
eigenvariable of a ∀ link of R,
(iii) if X is the eigenvariable of a ∀ link contained in a box B of R, then X cannot
occur outside B,
(iv) for every box B of R, the pseudoproof-structure contained B is a proof-structure.
Remark 2.5. Behind the conditions of the previous de/nition, hides a phenomenon of
renaming of variables: if we want for example to connect two proof-structures R1 and
R2 by means of a ⊗ link, in order to get a proof-structure we might have to rename
some variables occurring free in some formulas of R1=R2.
Denition 2.6 (Graph with pairs 1). We will say that two edges of an oriented graph
are coincident when they have the same target. The couple (G;App(G)) is called a
graph with pairs when G is an oriented graph and App(G) is a set of n-tuples (n¿2)
of coincident edges.
Let R be a proof-structure and B1; : : : ; Bk the boxes of R with additive and exponential
depth zero. We are going to associate with R a set App(R) and a graph with pairs
Rap=(GR;App(R)).
The graph GR is obtained from R in the following way:
• to each box Bi with pi conclusions (i∈{1; : : : ; k}), substitute a link H with pi
conclusions,
• if n is a ∀ link with eigenvariable Xn, if the link m of R is not a link of one among
the boxes Bi and if one premise of m has a label containing a free occurrence of
Xn, then add an edge having as source m and as target n,
• if n is a ∀ link with eigenvariable Xn, if the link m of R is a link of one among
the Bi and if one premise of m has a label containing a free occurrence of Xn, then
add an edge having as source the H link substituting the box and as target n.
The set App(R) contains the following (and only the following) m-tuples:
• the couples of premises of every ˝ and ?co link of R with additive and exponential
depth zero,
• the p-tuples of the incident edges of every ∀ link of GR (among which there is of
course at least the premise of the ∀ link considered).
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Denition 2.7 (Correctness graph 1). Let R be a proof-structure and B1; : : : ; Bk the
boxes with additive and exponential depth zero in R. Let Rap=(GR;App(R)) be the
graph with pairs associated with R by De/nition 2.6.
A switching S of R is the choice of an edge for every n-tuple of App(R).
With each switching S is associated an unoriented graph S(R), called correctness
graph: for every n-tuple of App(R), erase the edges of GR which are not selected by S,
and then forget the labels and the orientation of the edges of the graph. The correctness
graph of R associated with S will be denoted by S(R).
Denition 2.8 (Proof-net -preliminary-). Let R be a proof-structure and B1; : : : ; Bk the
boxes with additive and exponential depth zero in R. We say that R is a proof-net
when the following conditions are satis/ed:
• R satis/es (AC): for every switching S of R, the correctness graph S(R) is acyclic
(there is no cycle in S(R)),
• for every exponential box Bi ∈{B1; : : : ; Bk}, the proof-structure Ri contained in Bi is
a proof-net,
• for every additive box Bi ∈{B1; : : : ; Bk}, there exist two disjoint proof-nets R1i and
R2i contained in Bi, s.t. every link contained in Bi is either a link of R
1
i or a link
of R2i , every conclusion of R
1
i (resp. R
2
i ) is the premise of a door of Bi, and every
door of Bi has two premises: a conclusion of R1i and a conclusion of R
2
i .
If B is an additive box of a proof-net T , then (by de/nition of proof-net) there is a
subproof-structure R of T which is a proof-net and s.t. B has additive and exponential
depth zero in R. If the conclusion of the front door of B is labeled by E&F , then
we will often speak of the /rst (resp. the second) component of B meaning (with the
notations of the de/nition) the one among R1i and R
2
i which has E (resp. F) among
its conclusions, and we will denote it by 1(B) (resp. 2(B)). We will sometimes write
i(B), always meaning i∈{1; 2}; and we will also refer to i(B) as the component i
of B.
Let LL′2 denote the usual second order linear sequent calculus with the mix rule. It
is easy to see that with each proof in LL′2 is associated a (unique) proof-net.
The converse is known to be a diOcult result. However, the reader acquainted with
proof-nets will /nd no diOculty to believe that by generalizing the results of Danos
thesis [2] to LL′2 one can prove the following theorem.
Theorem 2.9. If R is a proof-net; then there exists a proof  of LL′2 s.t. R is the
proof-net associated with .  is then called a sequentialization of R.
De/nition 2.8 is a very general de/nition of proof-net, and one could try to prove
properties like strong normalization and con7uence referring to this de/nition. Without
additives, this can be done by adapting to this framework the proofs of [6] and of
[2]. But as soon as we add the additive connectives, we have to deal with a (general
or restricted) notion of subproof-net, because of the additive commutative e.r.s. The
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presence of disconnected correctness graphs makes the notion of subproof-net delicate
to de/ne; the naive one (a subproof-net is a subproof-structure which is a proof-net),
leads to incorrect proof-structures: the proof-structure obtained from a proof-net by
eliminating an additive commutative cut link might not be a proof-net any more. The
reader who wishes to convince herself=himself can consider the additive box B having
among the conclusions of its coad links an edge labeled by A, and the proof-net T
obtained by cutting two axiom links, both with conclusions A; A⊥. She=he can then
consider the proof-net R obtained by cutting B and T . The two axiom links (and their
conclusions) are a subgraph T ′ of T which is a proof-net (in the sense of De/nition
2.8): but if we duplicate T ′ (that is we apply an elementary reduction step [ccad],
see De/nition 3.9 of next section) we get an additive box s.t. two conclusions of two
diAerent doors are connected by a cut link. This is not a proof-net (in the sense of
De/nition 2.8) any more. One has then to /nd a way to de/ne a proof-net (and thus
a subproof-net) as a proof-structure whose correctness graphs are not only acyclic but
also connected.
The disconnectedness of the correctness graph is only due to the presence of weak-
ening links. We then introduce the notion of jump, the intuitive meaning of which
is to “connect” every weakening link of a proof-net to one of its boxes (additive or
exponential) or to one of its axiom links. The idea of introducing the notion of jumps
for weakenings is not new: as far as we know it is an idea of Girard and has been
explicitely mentioned in the appendix of [8]. However, the works making a precise
use of this idea are very rare. Indeed, we are only aware of the recent work [11],
which makes use of a notion of jump in the restricted polarized case, mainly for a
sequentialization purpose.
Denition 2.10. Let R be a proof-net and B an additive box of R. Let l1 and l2 (resp.
a1 and a2, B1 and B2) be two links (resp. edges, boxes) of R. We shall say that B
separates l1 and l2 (resp. a1 and a2, B1 and B2), when they are contained in two
diAerent components of B. We shall also say that l1 and l2 (resp. a1 and a2, B1 and
B2) are separated by B, or simply separated.
Remark 2.11. If two links, edges or boxes of a proof-net R are separated, there obvi-
ously exists a unique (additive) box separating them, to which we can then refer to as
the box which separates them.
In the following de/nition, condition (1) guarantees that after any cut-elimination
step (see the next section) every weakening link is still “connected” to a box or an
axiom link, condition (2) guarantees that there are not “too many” jumps, and condition
(3) is clearly necessary for the sequentailization theorem (Theorem 2:17).
Denition 2.12. Let T be a proof-net, let W be the set of the weakening links of T ,
let Ax be the set of the axiom links of T and P(Ax) the power set of Ax. Let jT be
a function from W to P(Ax).
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We say that (T; jT ) is a proof-structure with jumps iA for every link n of W , there
exists an integer k¿1 s.t. jT (n)= {y1; : : : ; yk}, and the following contitions hold:
(1) if y∈ jT (n) is a link of an additive box B of T which does not contain n, then
there exists y′ ∈ jT (n) s.t. B separates y and y′.
(2) if i; j∈{1; : : : ; k} and i 
= j, then there exists an additive box Bij of T , which does
not contain n and separates yi and yj.
(3) if B is a box (of any kind) and n is a link of B, then every link of jT (n) is a
link of B.
The axiom links of jT (n) are called the jumps of n.
Remark 2.13. We use the notations of the previous de/nition.
(i) If k¿2 then there exists an additive box of T containing all the links of jT (n).
In this case we denote by Bn the smallest among these boxes. One can check that
Bn does not contain n.
(ii) If y is a jump of the weakening link n, then jT (n)= {y} iA n and y are contained
in the same additive boxes of T .
Let us now give an intuitive explanation of the previous de/nition.
Let  be a proof of LL2 without the rule Hyp. We can associate with  a (unique)
proof-net (in the sense of De/nition 2.8) R. We are going to describe how  de/nes
also a jump function jR which makes (R; jR) a proof-structure with jumps (actually a
proof-net with jumps, following now De/nition 2.16). The following description clearly
shows that in general jR is not unique.
Let S be a weakening rule of  and wS be the the weakening link of R associated
with S. We have to de/ne a set jR(wS) of axiom links of R. We start from the rule
S of  and move upwards in  “until we reach some axioms”. More precisely: when
we meet a rule with one premise we continue moving upwards, when we meet a rule
with two premises (i.e. a &-rule or a ⊗-rule), if it is a ⊗-rule we choose (arbitrarily)
one of the premises and we continue moving upwards, while if it is a &-rule we move
upwards in both the premises. The process ends in a certain number (greater than
zero, because there is no Hyp-rule in ) of axiom rules. The set of axiom links of R
associated with these rules is jR(wS).
Conversely, suppose now that T is not only a proof-structure with jumps but also a
proof-net (following the /nal de/nition, see 2:16 and Theorem 2:17).
If jT (n)= {y}, and y and n are contained in the same boxes (additive and expo-
nential) of T , then for every sequentialization of T the weakening rule corresponding
to n will “follow” the axiom rule corresponding to y.
If jT (n)= {y}, and y is contained in a box which does not contain n, then (by
condition (1)) every such box is an exponential box. Let B! be the biggest among
these boxes and m be the of course door of B!. For every sequentialization of T , the
weakening rule corresponding to n will “follow” the of course rule corresponding to m.
If k¿2, then let m be the front door or the of course door of the biggest box B of
T which does not contain n and which contains {y1; : : : ; yk} (B might be the additive
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box Bn). For every sequentialization of T , the weakening rule corresponding to n will
“follow” the with or the of course rule corresponding to m.
Thanks to the notion of jump, we have “connected” each weakening link to a box
or an axiom link: we now have a notion of proof-net for which the correctness graphs
are not only acyclic but also connected (see De/nition 2.16). This gives a sharper
notion of subproof-net (see De/nition 2.19) which allows to de/ne a correct additive
commutative e.r.s. (see Theorem 3:15).
Denition 2.14 (Graph with pairs 2). Let (R; jR) be a proof-structure with jumps. We
are going to associate with (R; jR) a set App(R) and a graph with pairs, which we
still denote by Rap=(GR;App(R)); obtained from the graph GR de/ned in 2:6 by
adding an edge for each weakening link n of R with additive and exponential depth
zero:
• if jR(n)= {y} and y has additive and exponential depth zero in R; then we add an
edge having as source n and as target y;
• otherwise; we add an edge having as source n and as target the H link substituting
the box with additive and exponential depth zero which contains all the links of
jR(n).
Denition 2.15 (Correctness graph 2). The de/nition of switching and of correctness
graph is the same as the one given in 2:7, except the fact that Rap (then GR) will be
the graph of De/nition 2.14 instead of the one of De/nition 2.6.
The following is the /nal de/nition of proof-net to which we will refer in the
sequel, except in Section 5 (where we will distinguish between proof-nets in the sense
of De/nition 2.8, and proof-nets with jumps following the next de/nition). PN2 will
denote the set of all proof-nets.
Denition 2.16 (Proof-net –9nal–). Let (R; jR) be a proof-structure with jumps and
B1; : : : ; Bk the boxes with additive and exponential depth zero in R. We say that (R; jR)
is a proof-net when the following conditions are satis/ed:
• R satis/es (ACC): for every switching S of R, the correctness graph S(R) is acyclic
and connected (i.e. S(R) is a tree),
• for every exponential box Bi ∈{B1; : : : ; Bk}, let Ri be the proof-structure contained
in Bi, and let jRi be the restriction of jR to the weakening links of Ri. We require
that (Ri; jRi) is a proof-net,
• for every additive box Bi ∈{B1; : : : ; Bk}, let R1i and R2i be the two proof-structures of
De/nition 2.8 (the two components of Bi), and let jR1i (resp. jR2i ) be the restriction
of jR to the weakening links of R1i (resp. R
2
i ). We require that (R
1
i ; jR1i ) and (R
2
i ; jR2i )
are two proof-nets.
In the sequel, we will often omit to mention the function jR and we will simply
speak of “a proof-net R”, always meaning “a proof-net (R; jR)”.
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Let now LL2 denote the usual second order linear sequent calculus (without the
mix rule). Like in the case of LL′2, it is easy to see that with each proof in LL2 is
associated a proof-net. The reader acquainted with proof-nets will probably believe that
the following theorem holds. The proof can be found in [12].
Theorem 2.17. If R is a proof-net; then there exists a proof  of LL2 s.t. R is a
proof-net associated with .  is then called a sequentialization of R.
Remark 2.18. A proof-net associated with a proof of LL2 which does not make use
of the rule Hyp does not contain any link H , and conversely. In the sequel, we will
then rather refer to these (more standard!) notions of proof and proof-net.
Denition 2.19. Let (T; jT ) be a proof-net and let R be a subgraph of T . We will say
that R is a subproof-net of T , when (R; jR) is a proof-net, where jR is the restriction
of jT to the set of the weakening links of R.
Remark 2.20. (i) If R is a subproof-net of the proof-net T and n is a weakening link
of R, then the links of jR(n)= jT (n) are links of R.
(ii) If B is an additive box of the proof-net (R; jR), then by De/nition 2.16 (i(B);
ji(B)) (resp. (B; jB)), where ji(B) (resp. jB) is the restriction to i(B) (resp. B) of jR,
is a subproof-net of (R; jR).
3. Cut-elimination for proof-nets
In this section we de/ne the elementary reduction steps (e.r.s.) associated with the
diAerent kinds of cut links of PN2. If (R; jR) is a proof-net with jumps and x is a cut
link of R, an e.r.s. associated with x (and denoted by [x]) is a deformation of the graph
R into a graph R′ and a “modi/cation” of the function jR into the function jR′ . The
function jR′ is not unique (see De/nition 3.14), and this makes the [x]-reduct of (R; jR)
not unique. However, provided [x] is not an additive commutative e.r.s., the graph R′ is
uniquely determined by x and R (whatever the jump function jR is). Otherwise stated,
the jump function interfere with the cut-elimination process only during the [ccad]
e.r.s. This remark (stated in 3.11) will play an important role in Section 5.
Theorem 3:15, proven in [12], shows that our de/nition of these e.r.s. is compatible
with the De/nition 2.16 of proof-net given in the previous section.
We /rst introduce the notions of straight and direct path of a proof-net. A direct path
is (a bit roughly speaking) an oriented path moving from a subformula to a conclusion
or a cut.
Denition 3.1 (Danos and Regnier [5]). Let R be a proof-net. A path of R is a se-
quence of edges or reverted edges (i.e. a path may take an edge from its goal to its
source). We denote by ; ; : : : the edges of a proof-net (oriented as usual, following
De/nition 2.2) and by ∗; ∗; : : : the previous edges “reverted” (i.e. oriented now in
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the opposite direction). Let now a (resp. b) be an edge or a reverted edge whose goal
(resp. source) is the link n; we denote by ab the path consisting of the edge a followed
by the link n, itself followed by the edge b.
We will say that the path + of R is a straight path if:
(i) + does not contain any ∗ nor any ∗,
(ii) if  and  are two premises of the same link n and if ∗ is a subpath of +,
then n is a cult link.
In the whole paper, we will simply write “path” always meaning “straight path”. We
will often speak of “a path with starting link n and a terminal link m”, meaning that
the /rst edge of the path is the one which comes “after” n (w.r.t. the orientation of
this path) and the last edge of the path is the one which comes “before” m (w.r.t.
the orientation of this path). We will also speak of “a path with starting link n and
a terminal edge a”, meaning that the /rst edge of the path is the one which comes
“after” n (w.r.t. the orientation of this path) and the last edge of the path is a. If +
and , are two paths of a proof-net R, we will denote by +∩, the set of all the links
and the (oriented) edges that belong to + and to ,.
Denition 3.2. Let R be a proof-net, and let + be a path of R with starting link n and
terminal link m (resp. terminal edge a). We will say that + is a direct path iA the two
following conditions hold:
(i) + crosses no cut link (except perhaps m), and no axiom link (except perhaps n),
(ii) every edge of + is oriented downwardly (i.e. it is an edge -and not a reverted
edge- of R).
Intuitively, a path changes direction when it crosses an axiom or a cut link, and it
can contain some edges oriented downwardly and some others oriented upwardly. This
is not the case for a direct path: it cannot change direction (condition (i)) and all its
edges are oriented downwardly (condition (ii)).
Remark 3.3. Let R be a proof-net and m be a link of R. One and only one of the two
following conditions holds:
(1) there exists a cut link c of R and a (unique) direct path +m with starting link m
and terminal link c
(2) there exists a conclusion a of R and a (unique) direct path +m with starting link
m and terminal edge a.
We need the following lemma to de/ne cut-elimination for proof-nets, and the no-
tion of substitution of a subproof-net by a proof-net. Having in mind the explanation
following De/nition 2.12, one feels that the lemma is true. We nevertheless give a
detailed proof.
Lemma 3.4. Let B be an additive box of the proof-net (R; jR) and let t be a door
of B.
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There exists an integer h¿ 2 and a set Axt = {z1; : : : ; zh} of axiom links of B s.t.
the following conditions hold:
(i) if z ∈Axt is a link of an additive box B′ contained in B (one might have B′=B);
there exists z′ ∈Axt s.t. B′ separates z and z′;
(ii) if zi; zj ∈ {z1; : : : ; zh} and zi 
= zj; there exists an additive box Bij contained in B
(one might have Bij =B) which separates zi and zj;
(iii) ∀i ∈ {1; : : : ; h} there exists a direct path ,t with terminal link t s.t. one of the
following statements holds for zi:
() ,t has zi as starting link;
() there exists a weakening link mi of B s.t. zi ∈ jR(mi) and ,t has mi as
starting link.
Proof. Let L be the set of the axiom or weakening links l of B s.t. there exists a
(unique) direct path +l of T having l as starting link and t as terminal link. We
denote by ]+l the number of doors of additive boxes (including t) crossed by +l.
Clearly L 
= ∅.
We proceed by induction on p=max{]+l: l∈L}.
If p=1, then for i ∈ {1; 2} there exists yi ∈ i(B) s.t. the unique door of an additive
box crossed by +yi is t (in general there are of course many of these links and we
choose one of them in each of the two components of B). The set Axt =Y1∪Y2 will do,
where for i ∈ {1; 2} Yi = {yi} if yi is an axiom link, and Yi = jR(yi) if yi is a weakening
link. Observe that ,t =+yi , and if yi is an axiom link then yi satis/es condition (),
while if yi is a weakening link then every link z ∈ jR(yi) satis/es condition ().
If p¿1 there exists a link u∈L s.t. ]+u¿1. Suppose for example that u ∈ 1(B).
Let B1 be the biggest additive box of 1(B) containing u and let t1 be the door of B1
crossed by +u. Let L1 be the set of the axiom or weakening links l of B1 s.t. there
exists a (unique) direct path +1l of T having l as starting link and t1 as terminal link.
Every link l belonging to L1 is a link of L, +1l is a subpath of +l and ]+
1
l ¡]+l. Then
p1 =max{]+1l : l∈L1}¡p and we can apply the induction hypothesis to B1: there
exists an integer h1 ¿ 2 and a set Axt1 = {z11 ; : : : ; z1h1} of axiom links of B1 satisfying
the conditions of our lemma.
If there exists also a link u′ ∈ 2(B) s.t. ]+u′¿1, then we call B2 the biggest ad-
ditive box of 2(B) containing u′, t2 the door of B2 crossed by +u′ and (like before)
we apply the induction hypothesis to B2: there exists an integer h2 ¿ 2 and a set
Y2 =Axt2 = {z21 ; : : : ; z2h2} of axiom links of B2 satisfying the conditions of our lemma.
If such a link u′ does not exist, then there exists y2 ∈ 2(B) ∩ L s.t. the only door of
an additive box crossed by +y2 is t. In this case, if y2 is an axiom link, we de/ne
Y2 = {y2}, while if y2 is a weakening link we de/ne Y2 = jR(y2). We are going to
show that, in any case, the set Axt =Axt1 ∪ Y2 satis/es the conditions of our lemma.
Condition (i): it is satis/ed by induction hypothesis for the additive boxes contained
in B1 (including B1) and then by every additive box of 1(B). If there exists u′ ∈ 2(B)
s.t. ]+u′¿1, then condition (i) is also satis/ed by the additive boxes contained in B2
(including B2) and then by every additive box of 2(B). If such link u′ does not exist,
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then y2 has additive depth zero in 2(B), and either Y2 = {y2} (in which case (i) is
vacuously satis/ed by every additive box of 2(B)), or Y2 = jR(y2) and then by (1) of
De/nition 2.12 condition (i) is satis/ed by every additive box containing a link of Y2
(and then by every additive box of 2(B)). The fact that condition (i) holds for the
additive box B is immediate from the de/nition of Axt .
Condition (ii): let z; z′ ∈Axt . If z; z′ ∈Axt1 or if z; z′ ∈Y2, then (ii) is satis/ed by
induction hypothesis (and by (2) of De/nition 2.12). Otherwise suppose z ∈Axt1 and
z′ ∈Y2: B is then the additive box separating z and z′.
Condition (iii): /rst remember that +u has u∈L as starting link, the door t of B
as terminal link, and that +u crosses t1. Let then +t1t be the subpath of +u having t1
as starting link and t as terminal link. If z ∈Axt1 , then by induction hypothesis there
exists a direct path ,t1 with terminal link t1 s.t. ,t1 and z satisfy () or (). The direct
path ,t obtained by connecting ,t1 and +t1t has t as terminal link and ,t and z satisfy
() or (). If z ∈Y2 =Axt2 , then one argues exactly like for z ∈Axt1 . If z ∈Y2 = {y2},
then y2 is an axiom link and clearly y2 and +y2 satisfy (). If z ∈Y2 = jR(y2), then y2
is a weakening link and every link of jR(y2) and +y2 satisfy ().
Let  be a subproof-net of the proof-net T , and let  be a proof-net with the same
conclusions as . Let G be the graph obtained from T by substituting  to . Up to
a renaming of some variables of G, the thus obtained graph satis/es the conditions of
De/nitions 2.2 and 2.4. Let’s call R this proof-structure.
Denition 3.5. Let  be a subproof-net of the proof-net T , and let  be a proof-net
with the same conclusions as . One can associate with the proof-structure R previously
de/ned a proof-net by de/ning the function jR. In general, this can be done in several
(diAerent) ways. We denote by T [=] any of these proof-nets s.t. the function jT [=]
satis/es the three following conditions. Let n be a weakening link of R. If n is a link
of , then (see De/nition 2.19) all the links of jT (n) are links of . We require that:
(1) if n is a link of , then jT [=](n)= j(n);
(2) if n is a link of T but not of  and if every link of jT (n) is not a link of , then
jT [=](n)= jT (n);
(3) if n is a link of T but not of , let jT (n)= {y1; : : : ; yk} and suppose that y1; : : : ; yl
(1 6 l 6 k) are links of  while yl+1; : : : ; yk aren’t. We then require that one
(and only one) of the two following conditions holds:
• there exists an axiom link y of  with additive depth zero in  and jT [=](n)=
{y} ∪ {yl+1; : : : ; yk};
• there exists an additive box B with additive depth zero in  and a set Ax=
{z1; : : : ; zh} of axiom links of B satisfying conditions (i) and (ii) of Lemma 3.4,
and jT [=](n)=Ax ∪ {yl+1; : : : ; yk}.
Remark 3.6. (i) One can check that any proof-structure T [=] previously de/ned is a
proof-structure with jumps which satis/es (inductively) condition (ACC) of De/nition
2.16, i.e. it is indeed a proof-net.
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(ii) For every T , , and  satisfying the hypothesis of the previous de/nition, there
exists (by Lemma 3.4) at least a proof-net T [=].
(iii) Let T , , and  be like in the previous de/nition. Let 2 be a subproof-net of T
which is not a subproof-net of , and let S2 denote the proof-structure obtained from 2
by substituting  to  (if  is not a subproof-net of 2, then S2= 2). For every proof-net
T [=], we denote by 2[=] the proof-net associated with S2 s.t. the function j2[=]
is the restriction of the function jT [=] to the weakening links of S2: 2[=] is then a
subproof-net of T [=].
We now de/ne the e.r.s. associated with the cut links of PN2. For every cut link
x of a proof-net R, we /rst de/ne the graph R′ obtained from R by reducing the
cut link x (De/nition 3.9), and we then de/ne the function jR′ obtained from jR
by reducing the cut link x (De/nition 3.14). Theorem 3.15 states that (R′; jR′) is a
proof-net.
Denition 3.7. Let R be a proof-net and x a cut link of R.
x is called a logical cut link when the two premises of the link are conclusions
of two (necessary dual) logical links: we also denote these cut links by ˝=⊗, !=?de,
&=⊕1, &=⊕2 (or simply &=⊕ when we do not want to specify which one of the two
plus links occurs), ∀=∃.
x is called a contraction (resp. a weakening) cut link when one premise of x is the
conclusion of a contraction (resp. a weakening) link and the other one is the conclusion
of an of course link: we also denote this cut link by co (resp. w).
x is called an exponential commutative cut link when one premise of x is the con-
clusion of a pax link and the other one is the conclusion of an of course link: we also
denote this cut link by cc.
x is called an axiom cut link when one of the two premises of x is the conclusion
of an axiom link.
x is called an additive commutative cut link when one of the two premises of x is
the conclusion of a coad link: we also denote this cut link by ccad.
Remark 3.8. If x is a cut link of a proof-net, then x is of exactly one of the kinds
mentioned in the previous de/nition, except in one case: if one of the premises of x
is the conclusion of an axiom link and the other one is the conclusion of a coad link,
then x is both an axiom and a ccad cut link.
We are now going to de/ne the elementary reduction steps associated with the
diAerent kinds of cut links.
Denition 3.9. Let R be a proof-net and x a cut link of R.
If x is a logical (diAerent from a ∀=∃), a contraction, or a cc cut link, then we denote
by [x] the unique e.r.s. associated with x and de/ned in [6]. When x is a logical cut
link, [x] is called a logical e.r.s.
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Fig. 3. The [w] elementary reduction step.
If x is a ∀=∃ cut link, then let A[X ] (resp. A⊥[T=X ]) be the label of the premise
of the ∀ link (resp. the ∃ link) whose conclusion is a premise of x. The e.r.s. [x]
consist in replacing every occurrence of the (/rst=second order) variable X in R by
the term=formula T , and by substituting the cut link x by a cut link with premises
labeled by A[T=X ] and A⊥[T=X ] (this is nothing but a generalization to PN2 of the
e.r.s. de/ned in [7]).
If x is a weakening cut link, then we denote by [x] the unique e.r.s. associated with
x and de/ned in Fig. 3.
If x is an axiom cut link, then we denote by [ax] the axiom e.r.s. associated with
x de/ned in [6]. (In case both the premises of x are conclusions of axiom links, we
have in fact two possible e.r.s.).
If x is a ccad cut link, let n be one of the coad links whose conclusion is a premise
of x (there is at least one such link and there are at most two such links) and suppose
that the conclusion of n is labeled by the formula A. Let now S be any subproof-net
of R having the premise of x labeled by A⊥ among its conclusions, and let’s call B
the additive box of R having the premise of x labeled by A among its conclusions. We
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Fig. 4. The [ccad] elementary reduction step.
then denote by [ccad] the e.r.s. de/ned in Fig. 4. This e.r.s. is said to be B-attractive
(or attractive for the box B) because B is the additive box of R that swallows (and
duplicates) the subproof-net S.
In the sequel, we will denote by [x] any (given) e.r.s. associated with the cut link x.
Denition 3.10. Let R be a proof-net. We say that R′ (which for the moment is simply
a graph) is a one step reduct of R, if there exists a cut link x of R s.t. R′ is obtained
from R by applying the e.r.s. [x]: we write in that case R
[x]→R′.
Remark 3.11. Let x be a cut link of the proof-net R, and suppose R
[x]→R′. Then:
(i) if [x] 
= [ccad], then the graph R′ is uniquely determined by the cut link x. In this
case, by combining a result of Danos’ thesis [2] and a result of [7], one can show
that if R is a proof-net in the sense of the preliminary de/nition (De/nition 2.8),
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then R′ is also a proof-net in the sense of the preliminary de/nition. The proof
can be found in [12].
(ii) if [x] = [ccad], then to determine the graph R′ we still need to know which is
the box B s.t. [x] is B-attractive, and which is the subproof-net S of R swallowed
by B when performing [x]. This is the only case in which the jump function
is used to de/ne the graph R′ (remember that by De/nition 2.19 the notion of
subproof-net is given with the help of the jump function).
Denition 3.12. Let R′ be a one step reduct of the proof-net R.
Any logical or axiom link n of R′ comes from a unique occurrence of (“the same”)
logical or axiom link
←n of R. We call ←n the lift of the link n of R. Conversely, we
de/ne the set of residues of the logical (resp. axiom) link l of R, as the set of all the
occurrences l′ of logical (resp. axiom) links of R′ such that
←
l′ = l.
In the particular case where the logical link considered in R′ is a with or an of course
link, it is actually an additive or an exponential box B, which comes from a unique
occurrence of “the same” additive or exponential box
←
B in R (observe, however, that
the links contained in the box are not necessarily the same in R as in R′). We call
←
B
the lift of the box B in R. Conversely, we de/ne the set of residues of the box B1 of
R as the set of all the occurrences B′1 of boxes of R
′ such that
←
B′1 =B1.
Similarly, any occurrence of a cut link c in R′ comes from a unique occurrence ←c
of a cut link of R with the same active formulas (up to substitutions if the reduced
cut is ∀=∃), except for those cut links which are created by a logical e.r.s. In this last
case, we shall say that the created links have no lift in R and that the logical cut link
reduced has no residue in R′.
It is also possible to de/ne the notions of lift and residue for weakening links.
Denition 3.13. Let R be a proof-net and R
[x]→R′.
If [x] 
= [w], then any weakening link n of R′ stems from a unique occurrence of
(“the same”) weakening link
←n of R, that will be called (as usual) the lift of n in R.
Conversely, we de/ne the set of residues of the weakening link l of R, as the set of
all the occurrences l′ of weakening links of R′ such that
←
l′ = l.
If [x] = [w], then any weakening link n of R′ stems from a unique occurrence of
(“the same”) weakening link
←n of R, except for the k weakening links n1; : : : ; nk
which are created by the [w] e.r.s. (k¿0). In this case, if m is the weakening link of
R whose conclusion is active in x, we say that m is the lift of ni (i∈{1; : : : ; k}) and
that {n1; : : : ; nk} is the set of residues of m in R′.
Let R′ be a one step reduct of R. The following de/nition associates with R′ several
functions jR′ .
Denition 3.14. Let (R; jR) be a proof-net and suppose that R
[x]→R′. We distinguish all
the possible cases for [x] and we de/ne j[x]R′ (that will simply be denoted by jR′).
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Let m′ be a weakening link of R′, m its lift in R and let jR(m)= {y1; : : : ; yk} be the
set of the jumps of m. We have to de/ne jR′(m′).
Case 1: [x] is an axiom e.r.s. Let n be the axiom link erased by [x]. ∀i∈{1; : : : ; k},
if yi 
= n then yi has a unique residue y′i in T ′.
If ∀i∈{1; : : : ; k} yi 
= n, then we de/ne jR′(m′)= {y′1; : : : ; y′k}. Otherwise suppose
that n=y1. Let B1 be the smallest additive box containing x and n=y1 if it exists.
We call  the component of B1 containing x and y1 if B1 exists, and we call  the
proof-net R otherwise. y1 is a link with additive depth zero in , so that (by condition
(2) of De/nition 2.12) ∀i∈{2; : : : ; k}; yi is not a link of .
There exists an axiom or a weakening link l and a direct path +l of R with starting
link l and terminal link x which does not cross y1. (Observe that l and +l are not
uniquely determined). Either l is contained in an additive box of R which does not
contain x (/rst case), or l is contained in all the additive boxes of R containing x
(second case).
In the second case, if l is an axiom link then we call l′ its unique residue in R′ and
we de/ne jR′(m′)= {l′; y′2; : : : ; y′k}. If l is a weakening link, then every jump of l is a
link of , it is diAerent from y1 (otherwise a correctness graph of R would contain a
cycle, thus contradicting De/nition 2.16), and it has a unique residue in R′. We call
Z ′ the set of all these residues and we de/ne jR′(m′)=Z ′ ∪{y′2; : : : ; y′k}.
In the /rst case, let B be the biggest among these boxes and let t be the door of B
crossed by +l. Let Axt = {z1; : : : ; zh} (h¿2) be the set of axiom links of R given by
Lemma 3.4. ∀j∈{1; : : : ; h} zj has a unique residue z′j in R′. Let Ax′t be the set of the
h residues of the links of Axt . We de/ne jR′(m′)=Ax′t ∪{y′2; : : : ; y′k}.
Case 2: x is a ˝=⊗, a ∀=∃ or a !=?de cut link. Then ∀i∈{1; : : : ; k}, yi has a unique
residue y′i and we de/ne jR′(m
′)= {y′1; : : : ; y′k}.
Case 3: x is a &=⊕ cut link. Then we de/ne jR′(m′) as the set of the residues of
the links of jR(m) (in this case some links of jR(m) might have no residue in R′).
Condition (1) of De/nition 2.12 is here crucial: it implies that jR′(m′) 
= ∅.
Case 4: x is a weakening cut link. Let then n be the of course link whose conclusion
is a premise of x, let B! be the exponential box associated with n and let z be the
weakening link whose conclusion is a premise of x. Every link of jR(z) is not a link
of B! (by De/nition 2.16), and has then a unique residue in R′. Let Z ′ be the set of
these residues. It is important to stress the fact that in any case Z ′ 
= ∅. Let J ′ be the
set of the residues of the links of jR(m). We distinguish three cases:
(1) m 
= z and every jump of m is not a link of B!: in this case jR′(m′) is simply the
set J ′ of the residues of the links of jR(m) (which is not empty),
(2) m 
= z and there is a jump of m in B!: one then de/nes jR′(m′)= J ′ ∪Z ′,
(3) m= z: then m′ is one of the weakening links created by [x], and one de/nes
jR′(m′)=Z ′.
Case 5: [x] is a contraction e.r.s. Let then n be the of course link whose conclusion
is a premise of x, let B! be the exponential box associated with n and let B′!1 and B
′!
2 be
its two residues in R′. Let Y be the subset of jR(m) containing all the links of jR(m)
which are contained in B!, and let Y ′1 (resp. Y
′
2) be the set of the residues of the links
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of Y which are contained in B′!1 (resp. B
′!
2 ). Let Z
′ be the set of the residues in R′ of
the links of jR(m) which are not contained in Y .
If m is a link of B!, then (Y = jR(m) and) there exists i∈{1; 2} s.t. m′ is a link of
B′!i . We then de/ne jR′(m
′)=Y ′i .
If m is not a link of B!, then we distinguish the case Y = ∅ from the case Y 
= ∅. If
Y = ∅, then we de/ne jR′(m′)=Z ′= {y′1; : : : ; y′k}. If Y 
= ∅, then we de/ne jR′(m′)=Z ′
∪Y ′i where we have chosen the integer i∈{1; 2} arbitrarily.
Case 6: x is a cc cut link. In this case ∀i∈{1; : : : ; k} yi has a unique residue y′i ,
and we simply de/ne jR′(m′)= {y′1; : : : ; y′k}.
Case 7: [x] is a [ccad] e.r.s. Let B be the additive box of R s.t. [x] is B-attractive
and let (S; jS) be the subproof-net of (R; jR) duplicated by [x]. Let B′ be the residue of
B in R′. Let Y be the subset of jR(m) containing the links of jR(m) which are links of
S, and let Y ′1 (resp. Y
′
2) be the set of the residues of the links of Y which are contained
in the /rst (resp. the second) component of B′.
If m is a link of S, then (by De/nition 2.19 of subproof-net) jR(m)=Y and there
exists i∈{1; 2} s.t. m′ is a link of i(B′). We then de/ne jR′(m′)=Y ′i .
If m is not a link of S, then we simply de/ne jR′(m′) as the set of all the residues
of the links of jR(m).
Theorem 3.15. If (R; jR) is a proof-net; x is a cut link of R; R
[x]→R′; and jR′ is one of
the functions associated with jR by De9nition 3:14; then (R′; jR′) is a proof-net.
Proof. See [12].
Remark 3.16. Let R
[x]→R′, where (R; jR) is a proof-net. Let m′ be a weakening link of
R′ and m its lift in R.
If [x] is not an axiom e.r.s. nor a weakening e.r.s., then jR′(m′) contains only residues
of links of jR(m).
If [x] is not a contraction e.r.s., then jR′(m′) contains all the residues of the links of
jR(m).
Denition 3.17. Let R′ be a one step reduct of the proof-net R. There exists an obvious
bijection iR;R′ from the conclusions of R to the ones of R′. If iR;R′(a)= a′, we will say
that the edge a (conclusion of R) is the lift of the edge a′ (conclusion of R′) and that
a′ is the residue of a in R′.
The notion of lift and residue is slightly more delicate for subproof-nets than for
links. Let R
[x]→R′. Because during cut-elimination a subproof-net can be erased (by a
[&=⊕] or a [w] e.r.s.) or modi/ed (by an e.r.s. [x] s.t. x is a cut link belonging to
the subproof-net), a subproof-net  of R′ comes from at most one occurrence of (“the
same” up to substitutions) subproof-net
← of R. One would like to say that such a
subproof-net of R (if it exists) is the lift of  in R. But this is still ambiguous: let B!
be an exponential box of R′,
←
B! its lift in R, suppose that x is a contraction cut link
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and that the conclusion of the of course door of
←
B! is a premise of x. Suppose that the
subgraph  of R′ consisting in the box B! and in the weakening link n (which does
not belong to B!) and its conclusion is a subproof-net of R′ (we are simply saying
that jR′(n) contains only links of B!). Are we going to consider the subproof-net of R
consisting in
←
B! and in the lift
←n of n (and its conclusion) as the lift of ? (Observe
that
←
B! has two residues while
←n has only one residue in R′). The answer is “no”, as
stated by the following de/nition.
Intuitively, any link of a proof-net R “comes from” a logical, an axiom or a weaken-
ing link, as stated more precisely in the following lemma. We will then say that the link
n of the proof-net R is a main link of R if n is a logical, an axiom or a weakening link.
Lemma 3.18. Let T be a proof-net. For every link n of T; there exists a main link l
and a direct path + of T having l as starting link and n as terminal link.
Proof. Straightforward.
Denition 3.19. Suppose that R and R′ are two proof-nets s.t. R
[x]→R′, and let  be
a subproof-net of R′.  comes from at most one occurrence of “the same” (up to
substitutions if [x] = [∀=∃]) subproof-net ← of R. If such a subproof-net ← exists,
we shall say that it is the lift of the subproof-net  when one (and only one) of the
following conditions holds:
• every main link of ← has a unique residue in R′,
• every main link of ← has two residues in R′ (i.e.  it comes from a duplication).
Conversely, we de/ne the set of residues of the subproof-net  of R, as the set of all
the occurrences ′ of subproof-nets of R′ such that  is the lift of ′.
What motivated the previous de/nition is in fact the following remark.
Remark 3.20. Suppose that T and T ′ are two proof-nets s.t. T
[x]→T ′ and that x is a
contraction cut link. Let n be the of course link of T whose conclusion is a premise
of x and let B! be the exponential box of T associated with n. If R is a subproof-net
of T which has a residue in T ′ and if R contains B!, then R=B!.
Remark 3.21. Let R and R′ be two proof-nets s.t. R
[x]→R′, and let n be an axiom, a log-
ical, a weakening, or a cut link of R. If one of the two following conditions holds, then
n has no residue in R′ and we say that n belongs to the subproof-net of R erased by [x]:
(a) [x] is a [w] e.r.s. and n is a link of the exponential box erased by [x],
(b) x is a &=⊕ cut link out of the main door of the additive box B of R, and n is a
link of the component of B erased by [x].
Conversely, if n has no residue in R′, then one has the following possibilities:
(i) If n is a logical link, then (a) or (b) holds, or x is a logical cut link and the
conclusion of n is a premise of x.
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(ii) If n is an axiom link, then (a) or (b) holds, or [x] is an axiom e.r.s. and n is the
axiom link erased by [x].
(iii) If n is a weakening link, then (a) or (b) holds, or the conclusion of n is a premise
of the weakening cut link x and the exponential box erased by [x] has no pax door.
(iv) If n is a cut link, then (a) or (b) holds, or n= x is a logical cut link, or n= x is
a weakening cut link, or n= x and [x] is an axiom e.r.s.
Remark 3.22. Let R and R′ be two proof-nets s.t. R
[x]→R′, and consider the particular
case of the previous remark in which n is a with link (i.e. an additive box) or an of
course link (i.e. an exponential box).
(i) If B is an additive box of R and if there is no residue of B in R′, then there are
exactly three possibilities:
• [x] = [w] is a weakening e.r.s. which erases an exponential box containing the
additive box B,
• [x] = [&=⊕] is a logical e.r.s. which erases a subproof-net of R containing the
additive box B,
• [x] = [&=⊕], where x=&=⊕ is a logical cut out of the main door of B.
In the /rst two cases we will say that B is erased by [x], while in the third we
will say that B is opened by [x].
(ii) If B! is an exponential box of R and if there is no residue of B! in R′, then there
are exactly three possibilities:
• [x] = [w] is a weakening e.r.s. and the box B!1 of R s.t. the conclusion of the
of course link of B!1 is a premise of x contains B
! (one may have B!1 =B
!),
• [x] = [&=⊕] is a logical e.r.s. which erases a subproof-net of R containing the
exponential box B!,
• x is a !=?de cut link out of the of course door of B!.
In the /rst two cases we will say that B is erased by [x], while in the third we
will say that B is opened by [x].
Remark 3.23. (i) If 6 is a sequence of e.r.s. starting from (R; jR), then we can de/ne
the notion of 6-reduct (or simply reduct) of R. If (R′; jR′) is a 6-reduct of R, then we
write (R; jR)
6
 (R′; jR′). We will also write R
6
R′, or simply RR′.
(ii) The notions of lift and of residue of a logical, axiom, cut, weakening link and
those of a box, a subproof-net, a conclusion, can obviously be generalized so as to be
relative to a reduction sequence.
(iii) Let us stress again the fact that (R′; jR′) is not uniquely determined by (R; jR)
and 6; the notation (R; jR)
6
 (R′; jR′) simply means that there exists a way to obtain
(R′; jR′) from (R; jR) by applying to the e.r.s. of 6 De/nition 3.14.
In particular, when we will make use of the notion of substitution of a proof-net to a
subproof-net in a given proof-net (de/ned in 3:5), we will sometimes write that (under
certain hypothesis, of course) if T
6
T ′, then T [=]
6
T ′[=′1; : : : ; =
′
n], where  is
a subproof-net of T ,  a proof-net with the same conclusions as , and ′1; : : : ; 
′
n are
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the residues of  in T ′ (see De/nition 3.19). What we mean is that there exists a
jump function jT ′[=′1 ;:::;=′n], and a way to obtain (T
′[=′1; : : : ; =
′
n]; jT ′[=′1 ;:::;=′n]) from
(T [=]; jT [=]) by applying to the e.r.s. of 6 De/nition 3.14.
The following useful lemma is constantly used in the paper.
Lemma 3.24 (Substitution lemma). Let T; T ′ be two proof-nets; s.t. T
6
T ′. Let 
be a subproof-net of T; and  any proof-net with the same conclusions as .
If; for every [x]∈ 6 s.t. T 61T1 [x]→T2 62T ′; and for every residue 1 of  in T1; the
following conditions are satis9ed:
(i) if [x] = [ax] then x is not contained in 1 and the link ax erased by [x] is not
contained in 1;
(ii) if [x] 
= [ax]; [ccad] then none of the premises of x is an edge of 1 (in particular;
any conclusion of 1 is not a premise of x);
(iii) if [x] = [ccad] then x is not a link of 1; [x] is not attractive for a box of 1
and if [x] duplicates a subproof-net of 1 then [x] duplicates the whole 1;
then; if ′1; : : : ; 
′
n are the residues of  in T
′; we have T [=]
6
T ′[=′1; : : : ; =
′
n] (up
to substitutions). If [∀=∃]∈ 6; then we have; more precisely; T [=] 6T ′[1=′1; : : : ;
n=′n]; where i =  in which we performed the substitution(s) required by the e.r.s.
[∀=∃].
Proof. Intuitively, the conditions (i), (ii), (iii) guarantee that [x] does not modify
anything in any residue of : it can only duplicate or erase residues.
More formally, we proceed by induction on 6. If 6 is empty, then T =T ′ and the
result is obvious.
Otherwise T
61T1
[x]→T ′. By induction hypothesis, if 11 : : : m1 are the residues of 
in T1, we have T [=]
61T1[=11; : : : ; =
m
1 ] (up to substitutions). To achieve the result,
it is enough to check that for any residue i1 of  in T1 and for all the residues 
′ of
i1 in T
′, we have that T1[=i1]
[x]→T ′[=′] (up to substitutions if [x] = [∀=∃]), where
[x] is any e.r.s. satisfying the conditions (i), (ii) and (iii). In case [x] is a [ccad] e.r.s.
which duplicates the subproof-net 2 of T1, it is important to observe that (owing to
(iii) of Remark 3.6) 2[=11; : : : ; =
m
1 ] is a subproof-net of T1[=
1
1; : : : ; =
m
1 ].
4. The separation property
In this short section, we prove a property of normalization (that we call “separation
property”) which is tightly linked to the presence of the connective &, as we show in
Remark 4.3 (see also Fig. 5). This property plays a central role in the standardization
theorem of [13].
Following the intuition (corroborated by the coherent denotational semantics) that
an additive box is nothing but a syntactical way to represent the superimposition of
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Fig. 5. A residue of B swallows another residue of B.
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two computational processes, the separation property can be (informally) stated as:
normalization preserves superimposition at exponential depth zero.
The following (seemingly obvious) remark is fundamental.
Remark 4.1. Let R be a proof-net and let R′ be any reduct of R. If l is a logical link,
an axiom link or a logical cut link, with exponential depth zero in R, then any residue
of l in R′ has exponential depth zero in R′. The same holds for a subproof-net  of
R diAerent from an exponential box, and for an additive box B of R: if  and B have
exponential depth zero in R, then every residue of  in R′ and every residue of B in
R′ have exponential depth zero in R′.
This is because the only possibility for a link (diAerent from a commutative expo-
nential cut) to enter an exponential box is to be already in another exponential box,
active in an exponential commutative e.r.s.
We are now going to prove the separation property.
Proposition 4.2 (Separation property). Let T; T ′ be two proof-nets s.t. T
6
T ′; and
let B be an additive box with exponential depth 0 in T .
If B′ and B′′ are two (di@erent) residues of B in T ′; then B′ and B′′ are separated.
Proof. We have to show the existence of an additive box B′ of T ′ which separates B′
and B′′.
We proceed by induction on 6. If T ′=T , then the result is obvious.
Otherwise T
61T1
[x]→T ′.
Let B′1 (resp. B′′1 ) be the lift of B′ (resp. B′′) in T1.
In case B′1 =B′′1 =B1, then (because B′′ 
=B′) B1 is duplicated during the e.r.s. [x].
But as B1 has exponential depth zero in T1 (from Remark 4.1), the only possibility is
that [x] = [ccad]. Let then B1 be the additive box of T1 s.t. [x] is B1-attractive, and let
S be the subproof-net of T1 swallowed by B1 when performing [x]. B1 is (obviously)
a subproof-net of S. The box B′ of T ′ that we are looking for is the unique residue
of B1 in T ′.
Suppose now that B′1 
=B′′1 . By induction hypothesis, there exists an additive box B1
of T1 which separates B′1 and B′′1 .
Observe that the box B1 of T1 has one or two residue(s) in T ′: if B1 had no residue
in T ′, then (see also (ii) of Remark 3.22) at least one of the two components of B1
would also disappear, so that one among B′1 and B′′1 would have no residue in T ′,
which is of course impossible.
Let us then consider the two possibilities:
(i) B1 has one residue in T ′: in this case the box B′ of T ′ that we are looking for is
the unique residue of B1 in T ′.
(ii) B1 has two residues in T ′: let B′11 and B
′
12 be these two boxes of T
′. Again
because B1 has exponential depth zero, [x] = [ccad] and B1 is contained in the
subproof-net S of T1 duplicated by the e.r.s. [x]. Let’s call B2 the additive box of
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T1 s.t. [x] is B2-attractive, and let’s call B′2 the (unique) residue of B2 in T
′.
As subproof-nets of B1 (then of S), B′1 and B′′1 have both two residues in T ′.
More precisely, one residue of B′1 (resp. of B′′1 ) is a subproof-net of B′11 and the
other one is a subproof-net of B′12. Let’s call B′11 (resp. B′′11) the residue of B′1
(resp. of B′′1 ) contained in B′11 and B′12 (resp. B′′12) the one contained in B′12. We
have that B′ = B′1i and B′′ = B′′1j, where i; j∈{1; 2}.
If i= j=1 (resp. i= j=2), then the box B′11 (resp. B
′
12) is the additive box of
T ′ that we are looking for. If i 
= j, then the box B′2 is the additive box of T ′ that
we are looking for.
Remark 4.3. (i) Like every box which separates two links or boxes, the additive box
B′ given by the separation property is unique.
(ii) The separation property is wrong if we omit the hypothesis “B has exponential
depth zero in T”. Suppose for example that T
[co]→ T ′ and that B is inside the exponential
box duplicated by the [co] step. The two residues B′ and B′′ of B in T ′ are not
subproof-nets of two diAerent components of an additive box of T ′. This contradicts
the conclusion of the lemma, and also (what is even worse) its intuitive meaning: B′
and B′′ are not superimposed in T ′, so that the [co] step of normalization did not
preserve superimposition. Let us just mention the fact that this phenomenon seems to
be related to the well-known (crucial) denotational isomorphism between the coherent
spaces !(A&B) and !A⊗ !B: a with link which has exponential depth greater than
zero is not a true with link.
(iii) The separation property says (in particular) that, in any reduct of a proof-net
T , two diAerent residues of an additive box of exponential depth zero in T cannot
interact (they will never belong to two diAerent subproof-nets connected by a ⊗ -link,
for example). Observe that this is not at all the case for the residues of an exponential
box. Intuitively, this means that the duplication involved in an additive commutative
e.r.s. is of a completely diAerent nature from the one involved in a contraction e.r.s.
(iv) From the separation property, it follows that a residue B′ of an additive box B
of exponential depth 0 in T cannot be a subproof-net of a residue B′′ of B diAerent
from B′. Let us stress the fact that this is a very strong property, which allows for
example to bound a priori the maximal additive depth of the reducts of a proof-net
with no exponential boxes.
This is of course wrong in general (if B has not exponential depth zero): like the
exponential boxes, the additive ones can (in some sense) “swallow themselves”, and
this has the notable consequence that one cannot bound a priori the maximal additive
depth (like the maximal exponential depth) of the reducts a proof-net. This phenomenon
does not disappear in the systems with “light” complexity such as ELL and LLL: even
though the exponential depth cannot increase in those systems, the contents of two
diAerent exponential boxes can interract, so that the phenomenon of an additive box
“swallowing itself” can still occur. In [9], this is carefully avoided: one does not
perform the e.r.s. [ccad], and we will see in next section, that this is usually very
reasonable... .
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Fig. 5 gives an example of an exponential box “swallowing itself”. The example is
a bit more complicated than what would be strictly necessary, so that the reader ac-
quainted with ELL can see that, despite the fact that the exponential depth is constant
in ELL, an additive box contained in the exponential box B of Fig. 5 can swallow one
of its residues.
Let’s observe also that the proof-net we started from (in Fig. 5) corresponds to the
7-term (7f(f)(f)x)7yt: the phenomenon we are analyzing appears then in full light.
The proof of the following lemma is very much like the proof of the separation
property.
Lemma 4.4. Let T be a proof-net s.t. T
6
 T ′; let c be a cut link of T; and suppose
that if R is a proof-net appearing in 6; then every residue of c in R has exponential
depth zero in R.
If c′ and c′′ are two (di@erent) residues of c in T ′; then c′ and c′′ are separated.
5. LL and the Church–Rosser property
As stated in the introduction, full linear logic does not enjoy the con7uence property.
This can be easily seen for example by eliminating the cut between the two canonical
proofs of  A⊥&A⊥; A and  A&A; A⊥. The point is that both the premises of the cut
link are conclusions of an auxiliary door of an additive box: one has to choose which
box swallows and duplicates the other one (observe that this con7ict occurs also with
the original de/nition of [ccad] given in [6]).
Nevertheless, the separation property seems to indicate that this lack of con7uence
is not, so to speak, very damaging. The aim of this section is precisely to discuss a
mathematical version of this informal claim. The result will be the following: if among
the conclusions of the proof-net R there are no occurrences of the connective & nor of
the quanti/er ∃2 (existential quanti/er of the second order), then the normalization pro-
cedure de/ned in Section 3 associates to R a unique cut-free proof-net (Theorem 5.12).
Let us stress again the fact that this case is very important to “program” with proof-nets
(following the approach described in [10]). Data types are actually formulas without
& nor ∃2, even though these connectives appear when performing cut-elimination (see
also Remark 5.18 [9, 3]).
In this section, we will consider the following sets of proof-nets:
• PN2: the set of proof-nets with jumps de/ned in 2:16, whose elements will be called
proof-nets with jumps.
• PN+2 : the set of proof-nets (without jumps) de/ned in 2:8, whose elements will be
called proof-nets.
• PN−2 : the subset of PN+2 whose elements are the proof-nets which do not contain
any link & nor any link ⊕.
With every proof-net with jumps one can obviously associate a proof-net (simply forget
the jumps), so that each proof-net is actually an equivalence class of proof-nets with
jumps.
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Except for the [ccad] e.r.s., cut-elimination for proof-nets is perfectly well-de/ned by
De/nition 3.9 (see also Remark 3.11), so that the rewriting rule
¬[ccad]→ obtained from
the usual one by forbidding [ccad] e.r.s., is well-de/ned on proof-nets. We’ll denote
by
¬[ccad]
 its re7exive and transitive closure. We will also say that 6 is a ¬[ccad]
reduction sequence when ∀[x] ∈ 6 [x] 
= [ccad].
Let (R; jR) and (R′; jR′) be two proof-nets with jumps s.t. (R; jR)
6
 (R′; jR′), where
6 is a ¬[ccad] reduction sequence. Then one has for the proof-nets R; R′ : R 6R′.
Because in the absence of [ccad] e.r.s. the notion of jump does not interfere with cut-
elimination (as pointed out by Remark 3.11), the converse is also true: if (R; jR) is a
proof-net with jumps and R′ is a proof-net s.t. R
6
R′ (where 6 is a ¬[ccad] reduction
sequence), then there exists a function jR′ s.t. (R′; jR′) is a proof-net with jumps and
(R; jR)
6
 (R′; jR′) (just follow De/nition 3.14, and use Theorem 3.15).
We will apply very often the substitution lemma (Lemma 3.24): if any e.r.s. [∀=∃]
is involved in one of these applications, then certain proof-nets have to be considered
up to substitutions.
We will denote by ∅ an empty reduction sequence (i.e. an empty ordered set of
e.r.s.).
We are going to use the following results:
Theorem 5.1 (Girard [2] and Danos [6]). Every proof-net of PN−2 is strongly normal-
izable (i.e. every reduction sequence starting from such a proof-net is 9nite).
Proof. It is, essentially, Girard’s strong normalization proof for system F, adapted to
proof-nets (see [6]). However, the syntax of LL requires to achieve strong normalization
one more result, known as “standardization theorem” or “propriSetSe de striction”. For
the fragment PN−2 , this has been proven by Vincent Danos (see [2]).
Theorem 5.2 (Bechet [1]). There exists an embedding of PN+2 in PN
−
2 ; denoted by
[·]; and s.t.: if R is a proof-net of PN+2 and R
[x]→R′ with [x] 
= [ccad]; then one has
in PN−2 [R]
n
 [R′]; where n¿0.
Corollary 5.3. Every proof-net of PN+2 is strongly normalizable; with respect to the
rewriting rule
¬[ccad]→ .
The rewriting rule ¬[ccad].
Bechet’s result relies on his discovery of the following coding of the additives in
PN−2 :
U ⊕′ V = ∀X:?(X ⊗ U )˝?(X ⊗ V )˝X⊥;
U&′V = ∃X:!(X⊥˝U )⊗!(X⊥˝V )⊗ X:
Theorem 5.2 has been proven in [1] in the framework of sequent calculus. The
precise statement needed here is nothing but a reformulation of Bechet’s proof in
terms of proof-nets, and is therefore omitted (see [12] for a detailed proof).
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Remark 5.4. Let R be a proof-net and B an additive box of R. Suppose that R
6
R′,
where 6 is a ¬[ccad] reduction sequence. Then, no residue B′ of B in R′ can contain
as subproof-net a residue B′′ of B diAerent from B′: this is because there is simply no
way to enter an additive box.
Proposition 5.5. In PN+2 ; the rewriting rule
¬[ccad]
 enjoys the Church–Rosser property.
Proof. This is a consequence of strong normalization and local con7uence of
¬[ccad]→ ,
where local con7uence is the following property of proof-nets: if R is a proof-net s.t.
R
[x1]→ R1 and R [x2]→ R2, then there exist two reduction sequences 61 and 62 and a proof-net
R′ s.t. R1
61R′ and R2
62R′. This can be proven by a simple inspection of cases.
Remark 5.6. Let (R; jR) be a proof-net with jumps and suppose that R
[x]→R′, where
[x] 
= [ccad]. Due to the several possible ways to de/ne the function jR′ associated with
the e.r.s. [x] (see De/nition 3.14), the previous proposition is clearly wrong in PN2.
The following result is the (obvious) generalization of the same result proven in [8]
for MALL2.
Proposition 5.7. Let R be a proof-net with no occurrences of the connective & nor
of the quanti9er ∃2 in its conclusions.
If R is normal w.r.t.
¬[ccad]→ ; (i.e. there are only cut links of type ccad in R); then
R is cut-free.
Proof. This is more or less obvious: R cannot contain only cut links of type ccad.
The idea is that, if c1 is a cut out of the auxiliary door of an additive box B1, then
there is a (straight) path +1 starting from the front door of B1 which has to cross a
cut link c2 (because there are no occurrences of the connective & nor of the quanti9er
∃2 in the conclusions of R). But then, c2 is a cut out of the auxiliary door of the box
B2, and there exists a path +2 starting from the front door of B2 which has to cross a
cut link c3 : : : Of course this cannot go on forever (because of the acyclicity of every
correctness graph, see De/nition 2.8).
The (restricted) Church–Rosser Property for PN2
Lemma 5.8. Let (R; jR) be a proof-net with jumps s.t. (R; jR)
[ccad]→ (R1; jR1 ). Let B be
the additive box of R attractive for the e.r.s. [ccad]; and (S; jS) be the subproof-net
of (R; jR) swallowed by B. Let’s call (; j) the subproof-net of (R; jR) obtained by
connecting B and S through the cut link reduced by [ccad]; and B the unique residue
of B in (R1; jR1 ). We obviously have R = R1[=B].
Suppose that R1
6
T; where 6 is a ¬[ccad] reduction sequence which does not
contain any e.r.s. reducing a cut inside a residue of B. If we call B1; : : : ; Bn the n
residues of B in T; then R
6
T [=B1; : : : ; =Bn].
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Proof. Basically, this lemma holds because during such a ¬[ccad] reduction sequence,
a residue of B can only be duplicated (by a [co]-step), erased (by a [w]-step or by a
[&=⊕ ]-step) or opened.
Observe also, that the only reason why we cannot apply directly the substitution
lemma (Lemma 3.24) is that among the e.r.s. of 6 there might be [x] = [&=⊕] which
opens a residue of B. What we are actually going to show, is precisely that this is not
damaging because [x] has the same eAect when we substitute  to this residue of B.
We prove the lemma by induction on 6.
If 6 = ∅, then the result is obvious.
Otherwise, suppose that R1
6′
T ′
[x]→T , and let B1; : : : ; Bn be the residues of B in T ′.
By induction hypothesis R
6′
T ′[=B1; : : : ; =Bn].
We have to show that ∀i∈{1; : : : ; n} T ′[=Bi] [x]→T [=B1i ; : : : ; =Bhii ], where
B1i ; : : : ; B
hi
i are the hi residues of Bi in T (hi ∈{0; 1; 2}).
If x is not a logical cut &=⊕ out of the front door of a residue of B, then we simply
apply the substitution lemma to each Bi.
Let x be a logical cut &=⊕ out of the front door of Bk . First observe that we can
still apply the substitution lemma to all the Bj, with j 
= k (because none among Bj’s
conclusions is the conclusion of a link ⊕, and of course also because of Remark 5.4).
Then, simply check that T ′[=Bk ]
[&=⊕]→ T . Because there is no residue of Bk in T , this
ends the proof.
The following lemma is actually the induction step of the next one. We suggest to
the reader to read /rst the next lemma and its proof.
Lemma 5.9. Let B be an additive box of the proof-net R. Suppose that R
61R1
[x]→R2
62 R0 is a ¬[ccad] reduction sequence; R0 does not contain any residue of B; and 62
does not contain any e.r.s. reducing a cut inside a residue of B.
Then; there exists a ¬[ccad] reduction sequence 6 s.t. R 61R1 6R0; and 6 does
not contain any e.r.s. reducing a cut inside a residue of B.
Proof. There is something to prove only when the cut link x belongs to the residue
B1 of B in R1. Let B2 be the unique residue of B1 in R2.
The idea is that, because eventually all the residues of B2 will disappear, we have
for any of these residues one of the two following cases:
• the residue is erased by an e.r.s. of 62, in which case [x] is useless (for this residue),
• the residue is opened by an e.r.s. [&=⊕], in which case, either [x] is again useless,
or “it is the same” to apply [x] at the beginning of the reduction sequence or
immediately after the e.r.s. [&=⊕].
More formally, we prove that for every decomposition of 62 R2
<
T
62\<
 R0, there exists
a ¬[ccad] reduction sequence = s.t. R1 = R2[B1=B2] =T [B1=B12 ; : : : ; B1=Bn2 ], and ∀[z] ∈ =,
z does not belong to any residue of B (we are of course speaking of any residue of
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the box B of R), where B12 ; : : : ; B
n
2 are the n residues of B2 in T (w.r.t. the reduction
sequence <). The conclusion will then follow immediately from the case < = 62.
We proceed by induction on <.
If < = ∅, then T = R2 and the result is straightforward with = = < = ∅.
Otherwise, R2
<1T1
[y]→T . Let B12 ; : : : ; Bm2 be the residues of B2 in T1. The induction
hypothesis gives R1 = R2[B1=B2]
=1T1[B1=B12 ; : : : ; B1=B
m
2 ] where ∀[z] ∈ =1, z does not
belong to any residue of B.
∀i∈{1; : : : ; m}, let B1; i2 ; : : : ; Bhi; i2 be the hi residues of Bi2 in T (hi ∈{0; 1; 2}). If
[y] does not open any of the boxes B12 ; : : : ; B
m
2 , then the substitution lemma gives,
∀i∈{1; : : : ; m}, T1[B1=Bi2]
[y]→T [B1=B1; i2 ; : : : ; B1=Bhi; i2 ], and we can take = = [y]o=1.
Suppose now that [y] = [&=⊕] opens the box Bk2 . Then ∀i∈{1; : : : ; m}; i 
= k; hi =1;
and there is no residue of Bk2 in T . For i 
= k the substitution lemma still holds, and we
have T1[B1=Bi2]
[y]→T [B1=Bi2]. For i= k, remember that in 62 there are no e.r.s. reducing
a cut in a component of any residue of B2, so that from B1
[x]→B2, we deduce B1 [x]→Bk2 .
Let T2 be s.t. T1[B1=Bk2 ]
[y]→T2. We have the two following possibilities:
• if x belongs to the component of B1 erased by [y] = [&=⊕], then T2 =T .
• if x belongs to the component of B1 which is not erased by [y] = [&=⊕], then
T2
[x]→T . (Observe that in this case x does not belong to any residue of B in T2,
because otherwise in T1 a residue of B would be contained in Bk2 , thus contradicting
Remark 5:4).
In the /rst case we will take == [y]o=1, while in the second we will take == [x]o[y]o=1.
To be more precise, we should also check that y does not belong to any residue of
B w.r.t. =1o61: this is clear from the construction of =1.
Lemma 5.10. Let R be a proof-net and B an additive box of R. If R
6′
R0; where 6′
is a ¬[ccad] reduction sequence and there is no residue of B in R0; then there exists a
¬[ccad] reduction sequence 6 s.t. R 6R0 and 6 does not contain any e.r.s. reducing
a cut inside a residue of B.
Proof. Let n(6′) be the number of e.r.s. [y] of 6′ s.t. y belongs to a residue of B.
We prove the lemma by induction on n(6′).
If n(6′)= 0, then 6= 6′ will do.
Otherwise, let [x] be the last e.r.s. of 6′ s.t. x belongs to a residue of B. We have
for 6′ the following decomposition: R
61R1
[x]→R2 62R0, where 62 does not contain any
e.r.s. reducing a cut inside a residue of B. From the previous lemma, we get a ¬[ccad]
reduction sequence < s.t. R
61R1
<
R0 and < does not contain any e.r.s. reducing a cut
inside a residue of B. Then, if we de/ne = := <o61, we obtain R
=
R0 and n(=)¡n(6′).
We conclude by applying the induction hypothesis to =.
Lemma 5.11. Let R be a proof-net with no occurrences of the connective & nor of
the quanti9er ∃2 in its conclusions; and let (R; jR) be a proof-net with jumps.
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If (R; jR)
[ccad]→ (R1; jR1 ); then there exists a ¬[ccad] reduction sequence 6; and a cut-free
proof-net R0 s.t. R
6
R0 and R1
6
R0.
Proof. Let B be the additive box of R attractive for the e.r.s. [ccad], and (S; jS) be the
subproof-net (with jumps) of (R; jR) swallowed by B. Let’s call (; j) the subproof-net
(with jumps) of R obtained by connecting B and S through the cut link reduced by
[ccad], and B the unique residue of B in (R1; jR1 ). We obviously have that R1[=B] =R.
Let 6′ be any ¬[ccad] reduction sequence starting from R1 and leading to the unique
¬[ccad] normal form R0 of R1. From Proposition 5:7 we know that R0 is cut-free. By
the subformula property, we deduce that there is no residue of B (w.r.t. 6′) in R0. Then,
Lemma 5:10 applies and there exists a ¬[ccad] reduction sequence 6 s.t. R1 6R0 and
6 does not contain any e.r.s. reducing a cut inside a residue of B. But now we can
apply Lemma 5:8 to 6 and deduce that R
6
R0 (remember that there is no residue of
B in R0).
We are going to prove the
Theorem 5.12. Let R be a proof-net with no occurrences of the connective & nor of
the quanti9er ∃2 (i.e. existential quanti9er of the second order) in its conclusions.
Let j1 and j2 be two functions s.t. (R; j1) and (R; j2) are two proof-nets with jumps.
If (R; j1)
61 (R0; j01 ) and (R; j2)
62 (T0; j02 ); where R0 and T0 are cut-free proof-nets;
then R0 =T0.
In particular (take j1 = j2); if (R; j1)
61 (R0; j01 ) and (R; j1)
62 (T0; j02 ); then R0 =T0.
Proof. We prove that if (R0; jR0 ) is any normal form of (R; jR), then there exists a
¬[ccad] reduction sequence <, s.t. R <R0. Con7uence of ¬[ccad] (Proposition 5:5) will
then be enough to conclude: if (R; j1)
61 (R0; j01 ) and (R; j2)
62 (T0; j02 ), then we will
have R
<1R0 and R
<2T0 (where <1 and <2 are ¬[ccad] reduction sequences), so that
R0 =T0.
Let <′ be any reduction sequence s.t. (R; jR)
<′
 (R0; jR0 ). We prove the existence of
< by induction on l(<′) := number of e.r.s. of <′.
If l(<′)= 0, then <= <′= ∅ will do.
Otherwise (R; jR)
[x]→ (R1; jR1 )
<′1 (R0; jR0 ). By induction hypothesis (of course (R1; jR1 )
is a proof-net with jumps with no occurrences of the connective & nor of the quanti/er
∃2 in its conclusions) there exists a ¬[ccad] reduction sequence <1 s.t. R1 <1R0. If
[x] 
= [ccad], then we are done. If [x] = [ccad], then we apply Lemma 5:11: there exists
a ¬[ccad] reduction sequence < and a cut-free proof-net T0 s.t. R <T0 and R1 <T0.
From con7uence of
¬[ccad]
 , we deduce that R0 =T0 (remember that R0 and T0 are both
cut-free).
Corollary 5.13 (Con7uence). Let (R; j) be a proof-net with jumps; with no occur-
rences of the connective & nor of the quanti9er ∃2 in its conclusions.
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If (R; j)
61 (R1; j1) and (R; j)
62 (R2; j2); then there exists a cut-free proof-net R0; two
jump functions j01 and j
0
2 ; and two reduction sequences <1 and <2 s.t. (R1; j1)
<1 (R0; j01 )
and (R2; j2)
<2 (R0; j02 ).
Proof. Strong normalization of ¬[ccad] and Proposition 5:7 guarantee that by applying
the necessary number of e.r.s. to (R1; j1) and to (R2; j2), we will obtain two ¬[ccad]
reduction sequences <1 and <2 and two cut-free proof-nets with jumps (T 01 ; j
0
1 ); (T
0
2 ; j
0
2 )
s.t. (R1; j1)
<1 (T 01 ; j
0
1 ) and (R2; j2)
<2 (T 02 ; j
0
2 ). The previous theorem states
T 01 =T
0
2 .
Remark 5.14. (i) Of course, the reader noticed that one has to forbid to the second
order existential quanti/er to occur in the conclusions of the proof-net, simply because
it can “hide” occurrences of the connective &.
(ii) The previous theorem basically states that any “correct” way to perform cut-
elimination starting from a proof-net R (with the suitable conclusions) yields the same
normal form. More precisely, the following sequence of operations always gives the
same result (the same proof-net):
• take a jump function j s.t. (R; j) is a proof-net with jumps
• perform cut-elimination until you reach a normal form
• forget the jump function.
(iii) The theorem seems to be the best result one can obtain, unless one decides to
change the syntax of the additives. In [8], boxes for the additives are removed thanks
to a weight function on the edges of the proof-net (see also [11] for a more elegant
version in the restricted polarized case), but the problem of the additive commutative
e.r.s. is not solved. In [14], we introduce the notion of “multibox” (an additive box
with several front doors, with the terminology of De/nition 2:2) which allows to de/ne
a con7uent procedure of cut-elimination, in the restricted case of multiplicative and
additive linear logic (MALL).
Remark 5.15. There was also a semantical approach to the proof of Theorem 5:12: it
would have been enough to prove that two diAerent normal proof-nets of PN2 without
occurrences of & and of ∃2 are interpreted by two diAerent cliques (in the usual or
even in the multiset semantics). A /rst attempt was to prove that this holds for two
diAerent normal proof-nets in the multiplicative and exponential fragment. But (quite
surprisingly) this turned out to be : : : wrong! Several counterexamples, as well as some
positive results on these topics, can be found in [12].
The lazy cut-elimination procedure.
We are now going to make some remarks on the lazy cut-elimination procedure,
due to its importance in the works on the logical systems with “light” complexity ELL
and LLL. The procedure that we are going to de/ne is the obvious generalization to
PN+2 of the one de/ned in [8].
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Denition 5.16. Let x be a cut link of the proof-net R. We will say that x is a lazy cut
link when x has additive depth zero in R, and x is not only of type ccad (remember
Remark 3:8).
Similarly, if x is a lazy cut link, then we will say that [x] is a lazy e.r.s., when
[x] 
= [ccad] (this has to be stated, still because of Remark 3:8). We will say that
a reduction sequence 6 is a lazy reduction sequence when every e.r.s. of 6 is lazy.
We will denote →l this rewriting rule and, as usual, l its re7exive and transitive
closure.
Proposition 5.17. Let R be a proof-net with no occurrences of the connective & nor
of the quanti9er ∃2 in its conclusions. Then:
(1) Every sequence of lazy e.r.s. starting from R is 9nite.
(2) Every lazy normal form of R is cut free: if a proof-net T is normal w.r.t. →l; (i.e.
T contains only cut links of type ccad or with additive depth greater than zero);
then T is cut free.
(3) There exists a unique lazy normal form of R (which is cut free).
Proof. (1) Because every lazy e.r.s. is also a ¬[ccad] e.r.s., the rewriting rule →l is
srtongly normalizing (as a consequence of Proposition 5:3).
(2) the same as the proof of 5:7.
(3) Let R0 and R1 be two lazy normal forms of R. (2) implies that R0 and R1 are
cut free. Because every sequence of lazy reductions is also a sequence of ¬[ccad]
reductions, R0 and R1 are also normal forms w.r.t. the rewriting rule ¬[ccad], which
is con7uent. Then R0 =R1.
Remark 5.18. The lazy procedure of cut-elimination is “almost” the one de/ned in [9]
to perform cut-elimination in the system LLL, and it precisely coincides with that pro-
cedure for the system MALL2 (the fragment of PN2 containing only the multiplicative
and the additive connectives, and the second order quanti/ers). In [8]; it is shown that
this cut-elimination procedure can be performed in linear time in MALL2.
The “default” of Girard’s procedure is that it does not always terminate on a cut free
proof-net. But in case the conclusions of the proof-net that we normalize do not contain
any occurrence of the connective & nor of the quanti/er ∃2; (2) of proposition 5:17
(see also [8]) tells us that the lazy procedure terminates on a cut free proof-net. We
already mentioned the importance of this case.
In the following remark, we use the previous proposition and con7uence of
¬[ccad]→
(Proposition 5:5).
Remark 5.19. Let R be a proof-net with no occurrences of the connective & nor of the
quanti/er ∃2 in its conclusions. The unique ¬[ccad] normal form of R can be reached
in a lazy way.
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What we have shown (Theorem 5:12) is that the unique ¬[ccad] normal form of R
is actually also the unique normal form of the proof-net with jumps (R; j) (where j
is any jump function), and (by what we just wrote) it can be reached in a lazy way.
Our result yields then a complete justi/cation of the lazy procedure.
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